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Dangerous Goods at Swissterminal
1. General regulations
Dangerous goods are located at the premises of Swissterminal only for the purpose
of handling and for placing the containers at the disposal of further export and
import transportation (intermediate storage for onward movement). An unlimited
storage or an intermediate storage for traffic only within Switzerland of containers
containing dangerous goods, as well as stuffing or stripping of dangerous goods are
excepted.
2. Dangerous goods exemptions
Following danger classes are not allowed for transportation:
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3. Tank containers containing dangerous goods
Frenkendorf and Birsfelden
Only direct handling allowed during hours of operation.
Basel
Intermediate storage for onward movement allowed for 24 hours maximum, in case
of exceptions (such as weekends) for 48h with up to a maximum of 72h, and
depending on availability of number of dangerous goods storing positions as well as
only possible with valid pre-advise and reservation.
Niederglatt
Currently, no handling of dangerous goods is possible in Niederglatt.
4. Boxcontainers containing dangerous goods
Frenkendorf, Basel, Birsfelden
Intermediate storage for onward movement allowed for 24 hours maximum, in case
of exceptions (such as weekends) for 48h with up to a maximum of 72h, and
depending on availability of number of dangerous goods storing positions as well as
only possible with valid pre-advise and reservation.
Niederglatt
Currently, no handling of dangerous goods is possible in Niederglatt.
5. Intermediate storage for onward movement over weekends
The dangerous good regulation is also valid for intermediate storage on weekends.
As a consequence, containers containing dangerous goods being delivered to our
terminals on Thursdays have to compulsory be transferred on following Friday.
Dangerous goods containers arriving at our terminals on Fridays or Saturdays can
be intermediately stored for the weekend
6. Extra costs for intermediate storage on weekends
Intermediately stored dangerous goods on a weekend have to be controlled
according to the safety regulations and according to governmental legislation.
Relevant costs will be debited accordingly to our customer.
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